The Alchem ical Cham ber
A Three Day Virtual Intensive
with David Manning & Victoria More
The intensity of these extraordinary times in which we live is
not letting up. In fact as you might have noticed, our evolution continues to accelerate on a seemingly daily basis —
hurtling us into new realms, dimensions and spheres.
As we shed vast layers of personal and ancestral conditioning, it becomes possible to sense the sheer magnificence
of creation as the magical bedrock of our being. No longer
held separate from it. We are it. We come to realize the sublime beauty of our design and sense a quiet whisper of what
our place in the vastness might be.
For long ages we have lived disconnected from the deep
creative forces that are now beginning to consciously play
through us. As these forces become more and more apparent, they invite our attention, interaction and alignment. We
are remembering, or re-visioning ourselves as Creator Beings
who can truly create and alter ‘realities’.
The great sages and teachers have always pointed us to this
potential. Now, during this time of great shifting, we are
gradually becoming aware of it en masse. For the first time,
millions of us are awakening to this as our inner truth.

April 7 — 9, 2017

We are The Alchemical Chamber — our bodies, energy
fields and psyches. WE as an integrated wholeness are a
field of transformation with enormous potential. We bring
about radical shifts to whatever we bring our laser-like focused attention to. We transform and transmute energy and
matter through the application of awareness. It is as simple
as that.
This power is huge at an individual level. When we come
together as a collective, it is ... well this is an arena largely
undiscovered.
Now is the time for us to begin harnessing this power. It
is time for us to explore what it is that wants to be created
through us on this planet. What is the greater destiny that
seeks to unfold?
There has been a powerful effort on this planet that has gone
on for eons to keep us in the dark about our true capacities.
But that illusion is beginning to crumble. The awakening we
are now deeply engaged in is unstoppable. We are headlong into a vast force of universal creation that moves and
grounds itself in us, through us and as us.
Join with Victoria and David for a weekend intensive of deep
exploration and immersion into these fields of our co-creative potential. The opening call on Friday will be an opportunity to consciously bring into being our powerful shared
field, which will then set the pace and tone for the weekend.

We’ll dive into greater depth with two calls on Saturday and
then on Sunday we’ll immerse even further with two more
calls and finalize with a wrap-up at the end of the day.
Some of the themes we will dive into include:
• A new understanding of yourself as an Alchemical Being
• A deeper relationship with the earth and the sun
• Your Shushumna as an unobstructed flow of Light
• Anchoring the energies to become a co-creator of life on
the Planet
• Clearing history to release past wounding
• Integrating the Truth held in ancient wisdom teachings
• Igniting inner alchemy with sexual energy
• Accessing multi-dimensionality at a new level (You are a
Stellar Being after all!)
We are very excited with what the current energetic shifts
portend and look forward to a powerful and inspired weekend intensive with all of you as the Cosmic Super-stars we
were born to be!
In Oneness,
David and Victoria

The Alchem ical Cham ber Schedule
Pacific Daylight Time
FRIDAY, APRIL 7th:
11:00AM –12:30 PM The Alchemy of One with David & Victoria
7:00 – 8:00 PM

US Synchronized meditation

SATURDAY APRIL 8th
8:30 – 10:00 AM

You are a Vessel of Light with Victoria

12:00 – 2:00 PM

The Body as the Alchemical Chamber with David

7:00 – 8:00 PM

US Synchronized meditation

SUNDAY APRIL 9th
8:30 – 10:00 AM
12:00 – 2:00 PM
3:00 – 4:30 PM

Awakening the Solar Disc with Victoria
Spinning Gold; Alchemy in Action with David
The Alchemy of Love with David and Victoria

United Kingdom (GMT)
FRIDAY, APRIL 7th:
4:00 – 5:00 PM

UK - SA Synchronized meditation

6:00 – 7:30 PM

The Alchemy of One with David & Victoria

SATURDAY APRIL 8th
1:00 – 2:00 PM

UK - SA Synchronized meditation

3:30 – 5:00 PM

You are a Vessel of Light with Victoria

7:00 – 9:00 PM

The Body as the Alchemical Chamber with David

SUNDAY APRIL 9th
3:30 – 5:00 PM

Awakening the Solar Disc with Victoria

7:00 – 9:00 PM

Spinning Gold; Alchemy in Action with David

10:00 – 11:30 PM

The Alchemy of Love with David and Victoria

The Alchem ical Cham ber L ogistics

RETREAT FEE
The retreat fee is $222 USD. Please contact us if you would like to
attend, but need a payment plan or discounted rate. If you can afford to
give more, please do, as this will help compensate for those who can not
afford it. Payment in full is due by April 6th.

The Intensive Includes:
• Six Calls
• Optional Synchronized Meditations
• Online Forum for Q&A and Discussion

Participation:

You are invited to participate as fully as you feel inspired. If you would
like to intensify your experience you can treat this as an intensive retreat
weekend and spend the time you are not on a call meditating, resting and
integrating what we are working with during our time together with no
outside distractions.

Cost: $222 USD

Please contact us at admin@emanationofpresence.org if you would like to
attend, but need a payment plan or discount. Payment is due April 6th.

Click here to register.
Click below to experience this gorgeous Rumi poem!

The Alchemy of Love
You come to us from another world
From beyond the stars and void of space.
Transcendent, Pure, of unimaginable beauty,
Bringing with you the essence of love.
You transform all who are touched by you.
Mundane concerns, troubles, and sorrows
dissolve in your presence, bringing joy
to ruler and ruled.
To peasant and king
You bewilder us with your grace.
All evils transform into goodness.
You are the master alchemist.
You light the fire of love in earth and sky
in heart and soul of every being.
Through your love existence and nonexistence merge.
All opposites unite.
All that is profane becomes sacred again.
~ Jalaluddin Rumi ~

❄❄
❄❄ https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=swytdjqqhFk

Facilitated By:

David Manning
The natural multi-dimensional awareness that characterized his childhood has now emerged in a unique skill set that enables
David‘s work with individuals and groups to create rapid dissolution of outmoded constructs, clearing space for the unfolding and integration of the new. His masterful use of Story Telling, Mysticism and Sacred Voice combine in work that is simple,
rapid and deeply transformational. He has an ability to pull together strands of stories in individual and collective fields. He
perceives the sticking points attached to these stories and helps unravel them so a new narrative can unfold.
This is the sacred art of story telling. To remind the tribe of their origins and help open to emerging possibilities. “Because you
exist outside of time and space as well as within it, your ability to impact energy fields is not dependent on their apparent
size. A human body, a continent or a planet, it makes no difference.”

David has integrated this guidance well. It enables him to work with collective fields of energy, moving backwards and forwards in time to help unravel constructs and the impact of events. “I’m you in another lifetime” came from a Native American shaman, the first of many multi-dimensional
aspects to integrate over 17 years ago. Healing ceremonies began to be sung. There has been no formal training in sound work, but the sounds
made have a profound impact. Many experience them as ancient, and deeply recognized at a cellular level. They remind all parts of the unified
state.

Victoria More
Victoria divides her time between Santa Fe, New Mexico and Limpopo Province, South Africa. She is grateful for the opportunity to receive and embody both the energies of the mystical Southwest in the US and the profound beauty, primal
wisdom and earthy magic of the South African bush veld. This year she is 'on assignment' in South Africa through the end
of 2017 in order to bring the transformative power of the mystical Nilotic Meridian (Gaia's central meridian) into awareness for a broader public.
She is a mystic and spiritual mentor who radiantly embodies the qualities of the self-realized heart as pure emanation of
presence. The subtle yet deceptively powerful transmission that comes through her has been likened to a “tuning fork,
tuned to the key of Oneness”. Her life-long spiritual path has been a wild and wonderful journey of breakdowns & breakthroughs, curiosity & revelation, tears & laughter, love & heartbreak. The depth of this richly transformative journey has
She offers teleconference gatherings for like-minded souls worldwide to experience deep, intuitively guided meditations, Satsang, dynamic vibrational egoic clearing and amplified connection. Her transmission of highly attuned and refined subtle-body awareness resonates a frequency that
ignites the body’s latent capacity for experiencing each moment as an embodiment of lived consious awareness. Each gathering provides a vehicle
for mystical entrainment, accelerated growth, and heart-centered transformation; delivered with a light-hearted touch that packs a powerful transformational punch.

